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ABSTRACT
In the past, malware evasion techniques have ranged from 
simple hidden fi le attributes to more advanced rootkit 
technology. Recently, however, notable pieces of malware 
have been using the seemingly contradictory – and arguably 
more powerful – method of going undetected by fi le-based 
anti-virus solutions: by going ‘fi leless’.

Indeed, ‘fi leless’ infection opens up a wide range of 
possibilities for cybercriminals and threat actors as they 
continue to improve their tools and tactics to ensure that their 
arsenal remains on a target system for as long as possible and 
to make forensic investigations diffi cult. Among the real-world 
examples of this infection technique are threats that abuse 
Windows PowerShell features, recent attacks launched where 
malicious codes are injected directly into other processes, and 
notable malware families where binaries are placed in the 
registry entries. We will discuss the threat behaviour and 
technical details of these examples, along with various case 
studies and incidents we have investigated.

As a result, we will gain a thorough understanding of how 
fi leless infection attacks will impact the threat landscape as a 
whole. We will also discuss how holistic reputation-based 
technologies will help correlate the components of a fi leless 
attack and create appropriate solutions that will help protect 
users and organizations from these threats.

1. INTRODUCTION: THE ART OF HIDING 
EXPRESSED IN SEVERAL FORMS
Traditional malware infections usually require a malicious fi le 
to be planted on a target system which then creates 
corresponding auto-start and persistence mechanisms to ensure 
that it runs continuously. These infections are, however, 
relatively easy to detect and resolve with the help of constantly 
improving fi le-based anti-virus solutions.

Note, though, that as security solutions continue to improve, 
so do malware writers constantly enhance their creations, 
making them harder to detect. Improved attacks include 
rootkits, which are typically used by backdoors, and trojan 
spyware that can hide malicious fi les, processes, and services 
more effectively than conventional malware. In response, 

security vendors have introduced tools to manage and contain 
these problems. These tools can scan systems for, detect, and 
even eliminate hidden malicious fi les.

Infecting systems and networks does not always require a fi le. 
In effect, we cannot solely rely on fi le detection to protect our 
systems and networks. Now, there is a stealthier way to infect 
computers without the user’s knowledge – going fi leless.

The concept of going fi leless is not new, but rarely 
encountered. Fileless infection [1] is defi ned as malicious 
coding that exists only in memory rather than installed into a 
target system’s hard drive. The code is written directly on 
systems’ RAM (i.e. malicious code is injected into running 
legitimate processes such as explorer.exe or svchost.exe). 
Fileless infections cannot usually survive a system reboot 
since this normally clears the RAM. This changed, however, 
with the emergence of POWELIKS [2], malware that used the 
Windows registry to hide malicious code and remain persistent 
despite being fi leless.

2. POWER GRANTED BY WINDOWS 
POWERSHELL
Windows PowerShell [3] is a powerful interactive shell or 
scripting tool designed to help system administrators automate 
tasks required to run on Windows. Its introduction in Windows 
Vista and later versions, while helpful, ushered the emergence 
of malware that could abuse it for nefarious purposes.

In March 2013, we saw a ransomware variant [4] use a 
PowerShell script embedded in an .HTA fi le to encrypt the 
fi les stored on infected systems. Since then, other malware has 
abused PowerShell to carry out malicious routines. These 
include CRIGENT [5], Microsoft Offi ce macro malware that 
also took advantage of Tor and Polipo; POSHCODER [6], a 
ransomware variant that uses Advanced Encryption Standard 
(AES) to encrypt victims’ fi les and RSA 4096 public key 
cryptography to encrypt AES keys; and PRESHIN [7], 
backdoors that use the PowerShell command-line interface to 
download fi les and bypass execution policies to run.

In July 2014, we saw a piece of malware, called POWELIKS, 
go fi leless while enduring system reboots. To do so, 
POWELIKS created two registry entries – a blank or NULL 
auto-start entry and an entry that had an encoded script with an 
embedded .DLL fi le. The NULL value hides POWELIKS and 
makes sure the script executes during system start-up. The 
script then checks whether Windows PowerShell is installed on 
infected systems. If it isn’t, the script downloads and installs it. 
It then uses PowerShell to execute the script and injects the 
malicious code into the system memory. Figure 1 shows an 
overview of POWELIKS infection.

POWELIKS malware has been known to arrive via 
malvertisements (see Figure 2). Users who click related 
malvertisements are redirected to malicious pages that 
automatically install POWELIKS variants into their systems. 

Figure 1: Overview of POWELIKS infection.
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Figure 2: How POWELIKS arrives via malvertisements.

Figure 3: Registry entry with a NULL value.

Figure 4: Registry entry that contains an encoded script.
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In order to run automatically on every system start-up, 
POWELIKS creates the following registry entry:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Windows\
CurrentVersion\Run\(null)

(Default) = "rundll32.exe javascript:"\..\mshtml
,RunHTMLApplication ";document.write("\74script 

Figure 5: JavaScript code.

Figure 6: PowerShell script.

language=jscript.encode>"+(new%20ActiveXObject("W
Script.Shell")).RegRead("HKCU\software\microsoft\
windows\currentversion\run\")+"\74/script>")"

Because it uses a NULL value [8], users cannot see its 
content in the registry when viewed via the Registry Editor. 
This technique hides the entry from system tools (see 
Figure 3).
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However, users can view one of the two registry entries added 
– the one that contains an encoded script (Figure 4).

The script is encoded using Script Encoder [9]. After 
performing several decoding steps, a .DLL fi le that contains 
the malicious code and payload is revealed.

The JavaScript code fi rst checks whether Windows 
PowerShell is installed on the system. If it isn’t, it downloads 

Figure 7: Decoded shellcode from variable $p.

Figure 8: Shellcode in the system’s memory.

Figure 9: Process created when the DLL is injected into the system’s memory.

and installs this command-line shell and scripting 
environment. Further decoding reveals a base64-encoded 
PowerShell script (Figures 5 and 6).

The PowerShell script contains a base64-encoded shellcode in 
variable $p. When decoded, it contains code that directly 
injects a Dynamic Link Library (DLL) into the system’s 
memory (see Figures 7–9).
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As for the payload, it accesses a C&C server to report on the 
infection status with information such as universally unique 
identifi ers (UUIDs), installed malware versions, build dates, 
OS versions and architecture.
type={status: start, install, exist, cmd or low}&v
ersion=1.0&aid={id}&builddate=%s&id={uuid}&os={OS 
version}_{OS architecture}

Figure 10 shows the format of the gathered information being 
sent.

POWELIKS’s click-fraud routine involves the download of 
arbitrary fi les such as confi guration data, which includes the 
URL to click (see Figures 11 and 12).
Meanwhile, a new variant denies users access instead of 
creating a NULL value to hide malicious registry entries 
(Figures 13 and 14).
Modifying user permissions [10], however, reveals them, as 
shown in Figure 15.

Figure 10: Format of the gathered information being sent.

Figure 11: Sample URL used for click-fraud activity.

Figure 12: Another sample URL used for click-fraud activity.

Figure 13: Empty data when viewed via the Registry Editor.

Figure 14: Standard fi le and folder permission settings for 
users.
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Figure 15: Visible entries after modifying the permission 
settings.

Figure 16: Comparison of POWELIKS infection volume, 3Q 
and 4Q 2014.

An analysis of how POWELIKS behaves reveals that, during 
the infection process (from JavaScript to DLL injection), it 
does not leave fi les on infected systems’ hard drives and 
creates registry entries to remain persistent. The NULL auto-
start key and removal of users’ permissions prevents users 
from manually spotting malicious indicators using the 
Registry Editor. Remaining hidden makes it diffi cult for 
security analysts who are not familiar with fi leless infection 
to perform forensic investigations and resolve the issue.

Figure 16 shows a chart based on Trend Micro Smart 
Protection Network data, which reveals a sudden surge in the 
number of POWELIKS infections from the third to the fourth 
quarter of 2014.

3. PHASEBOT AND GOOTKIT: ON THE 
HEELS OF POWELIKS
The success of POWELIKS can be considered a milestone in 
the ever-evolving threat landscape. It ushered in a new way to 
infect systems stealthily and persistently. Since then, others of 
the same stock have surfaced, including Phasebot and Gootkit 
[11] or Xswkit.

Analysis suggests that Phasebot is an updated version of 
Solarbot [12], which has existed since 2013. Phasebot and 
Solarbot have almost identical features. Unlike Solarbot, 
Phasebot’s most attractive feature for would-be attackers is 
that it is fi leless and very hard to detect. Phasebot currently 
sells for US$95 (see Figures 17 and 18).

Figure 17: Phasebot description (on the Phasebot site).

Figure 18: Instructions for purchasing Phasebot (on the Phasebot site).
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Like POWELIKS, Phasebot also takes advantage of 
PowerShell to execute a hidden binary in the registry. Figure 
19 shows an overview of Phasebot infection.

Phasebot checks whether its target system has PowerShell 
and the .NET Framework. If present, Phasebot then adds 
an auto-start registry entry (registry 1), the sole purpose of 
which is to execute a JavaScript via rundll32.exe in order 
to read another registry entry that it also added. The 
loader registry entry (registry 2) runs a script that decodes 
and executes a base64-encoded PowerShell script. The 
PowerShell script then decrypts an RC4-encrypted 

Figure 19: Overview of Phasebot infection.

Figure 20: Registry entries Phasebot adds via the Registry Editor.

Figure 21: Script in the loader registry entry that executes a PowerShell script.

Figure 22: PowerShell script that decrypts and executes a binary embedded in another registry entry.

Figure 23: Powershell.exe injects a binary into explorer.exe.

binary embedded in another registry entry (registry 3). 
The following are the registry entries that Phasebot 
adds:

• Registry 1: Auto-start registry entry

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

Windows Host Process (RunDll) = 
rundll32.exe javascript:"\..\mshtml,RunHTMLApplicat
ion ";eval((new%20ActiveXObject("WScript.Shell")).
RegRead("HKCU\\Software\\Microsoft\\Active%20Setup\\
Installed%20Components\\{72507C54-3577-4830-815B-
310007F6135A}\\JavaScript"));close();
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• Registry 2: Loader registry entry

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Active Setup\Installed 
Components\{72507C54-3577-4830-815B-310007F6135A}

Javascript = "sPowerShellScript = 
\"IyBSZWFkIEFuZCBFeGVjdXRlIFJjNCBFbmNyeXB0ZWQgU2hlbG
xDb2RlIEZyb20gVGhlIFJlZ2lzdHJ5IA0KDQojIFNldCBSZWdpc3R
yeSBLZXkNCiRzUmVnaXN0cn......"

• Registry 3: Encrypted binary

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Active Setup\Installed 
Components\{72507C54-3577-4830-815B-310007F6135A}

Rc4Encoded{32 or 64} = "{encrypted binary}"

The binary is then injected into running processes to grab 
FTP credentials and bitcoin wallets stored in infected systems 
and download additional modules from a server (Figures 23 
and 24).

Unlike POWELIKS, Gootkit does not use rundll32.exe and 
PowerShell. Instead it uses mshta.exe [13] to execute a 
JavaScript and DynamicWrapperX [14] to run the shellcode.

Like Phasebot, Gootkit adds more than one registry entry to 
infected systems to remain persistent:

• Registry 1: Auto-start registry entry

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

rundll32 = "mshta "about:<title> </
title><script>moveTo(-300,-300);resizeTo(0,0);</
script><hta:application showintaskbar=no><script>eva
l(new ActiveXObject('WScript.Shell').RegRead('HKCU\\
Software\\ xsw\\loader'));if(!window.fl ag)close()</
script>""

Figure 24: Replicated Phasebot panel that shows its capabilities.

Figure 25: Overview of Gootkit infection.

Figure 26: Script found in the auto-start registry entry.

• Registry 2: Loader registry entry

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\xsw

loader = "varGlobalObject = this;var FSO = fso = new 
ActiveXObject(\"Scripting…………."

• Registry 3: Executable binary

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ xsw

binaryImage{32 or 64} = "{binary data}"

Figure 25 shows an overview of Gootkit infection. As part 
of its auto-start mechanism, Gootkit executes a script 
embedded in an auto-start registry key (see Figure 26), the 
sole purpose of which is to read the loader script in another 
registry entry.

The loader registry entry contains a script that executes an 
embedded shellcode via DynamicWrapperX (see Figures 27 
and 28). This allows Gootkit to call functions exported by 
DLLs, particularly Windows API functions.

The shellcode creates a new instance of svchost.exe that is 
then injected with the binary stored in the following registry 
entry (as shown in Figures 29 and 30):

HKCU\Software\xsw\binaryImage{32 or 64}

Among the fi leless malware analysed, POWELIKS and 
Phasebot both took advantage of residing in the registry and 
PowerShell in order to evade detection. Though Gootkit also 
resided in the registry, it used DynamicWrapperX instead of 
PowerShell.
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Figure 27: Script in the loader registry entry.

Figure 28: Shellcode execution via DynamicWrapperX.

Figure 29: Binary in binaryImage32.

Figure 30: Shellcode creates a suspended instance of svchost.exe.
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4. EMOTET AND MORTO: HIDING IN THE 
REGISTRY
POWELIKS was not the fi rst piece of malware that abused the 
registry to hide its payload from security solutions. The 
banking trojan EMOTET [15], which was seen as early as June 
2014 distributed via spam, also stored the components it 
downloaded in the registry. The encrypted data it received from 
a C&C server was written to the following registry entries:

• HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Offi ce\
Common\<random>\<random>PS: Contains the .DLL fi le

• HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Offi ce\
Common\<random>\<random>SS: Web injects and 
target banks

The downloaded .DLL fi le is injected into all processes so it 
can intercept and log outgoing network traffi c. Once injected 
into a browser, the .DLL fi le gets the URL and all of the data 
if the site accessed is in its list of target banks (Figure 31 
shows an example of a target bank site accessed and the 
gathered data). This information is encrypted and written to 
the following registry entry:

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\Microsoft\Offi ce\
Common\<randomstring1>\<randomstring1>RS

MORTO [16], a well-known malware variant that uses 
Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP) to spread, has also been 
storing compressed code in the registry since 2011 in order to 
evade detection:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SYSTEM\WPA

md = "{compressed Morto code}"

Figure 32 shows the MORTO binary in the registry. MORTO 
variants drop a DLL component, %windir%\clb.dll, to execute 
the malicious code embedded in the registry entry it added. It 
then deletes the main installer.

Unlike fi leless malware though, EMOTET and MORTO retain 
some fi les in the systems they infect. The only thing they share 
with POWELIKS, Phasebot, and Gootkit is their ability to 
abuse the registry, a known fi leless infection technique. In 
effect, POWELIKS, Phasebot and Gootkit revealed how 
effective scripting and abusing built-in applications are when 
launching hard-to-detect complex malware attacks.

5. ANGLER AND HANJUAN EXPLOIT KITS: 
HIDING IN MEMORY
Fileless routines are not only done in the registry but also 
even before the malware arrives in systems. In this case, 

POWELIKS Phasebot Gootkit

Auto-start 
registry entry

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\
Microsoft\Windows\
CurrentVersion\Run\[NULL]

(Default) = "rundll32.exe 
javascript:"\..\mshtml,RunHTMLA
pplication ";document.write("\
74script language=jscript.enco
de>"+(new%20ActiveXObject("WS
cript.Shell")).RegRead("HKCU\
software\microsoft\windows\
currentversion\run\")+"\74/
script>")"

Uses rundll32.exe to run a 
JavaScript in order to read another 
registry entry

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\
Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

Windows Host Process 
(RunDll) = rundll32.
exe javascript:"\..\
mshtml,RunHTMLApplication 
";eval((new%20ActiveXOb
ject("WScript.Shell")).
RegRead("HKCU\\Software\\
Microsoft\\Active%20Setup\\
Installed%20Components\
\{72507C54-3577-4830-
815B-310007F6135A}\\
JavaScript"));close();

Uses rundll32.exe to execute a 
JavaScript to read another registry 
entry

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\
Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

rundll32 = "mshta 
"about:<title> </
title><script>moveTo(-
300,-300);resizeTo(0,0);</
script><hta:application 
showintaskbar=no><script>eval
(new ActiveXObject('WScript.
Shell').RegRead('HKCU\\
Software\\ xsw\\
loader'));if(!window.
fl ag)close()</script>"

Uses mshta.exe to execute a 
JavaScript in order to read another 
registry entry

Loader 
registry entry

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\
Microsoft\

Windows\CurrentVersion\Run

(Default) = "{encoded script}"

Encoded script uses PowerShell to 
execute a shellcode

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\
Active Setup\Installed 
Components\{72507C54-3577-
4830-815B-310007F6135A}

Javascript = 
"sPowerShellScript = \"IyBSZW
FkIEFuZCBFeGVjdXRlIFJjNCBFbmN
yeXB0ZWQgU2hlbGxDb2RlIEZyb20g
VGhlIFJlZ2lzdHJ5
IA0KDQojIFNldCBSZWdpc3R
yeSBLZXkNCiRzUmVnaXN0cn………"

Script uses PowerShell to execute 
a shellcode

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\xsw

loader = "varGlobalObject 
= this;var FSO = fso = new 
ActiveXObject(\"Scripting…"

Script uses DynamicWrapperX to 
execute a shellcode

Binary Already embedded in the 
base64-encoded script of the loader 
registry entry

HKCU\Software\Microsoft\
Active Setup\Installed 
Components\{72507C54-3577-
4830-815B-310007F6135A}

Rc4Encoded{32 or 64} = 
"{encrypted binary}"

RC4-encrypted and stored in the 
registry

HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\ 
xsw

binaryImage{32 or 64} = 
"{binary data}"

Stored in the registry

Table 1: Comparison of fi leless malware registry entries.
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cybercriminals infect systems with malware that only reside 
in memory, making them harder to detect.

Research recently revealed that the latest version of the 
Angler Exploit Kit [17] now injects payload directly into 
running processes. In September 2014, POWELIKS was 
spotted spreading via memory-based drive-by downloads care 

of the Angler Exploit Kit. This infection begins by directing 
victims to an Angler Exploit Kit page such as 
http://asd.readmerounds.net/evegwiit51, which contains a 
script that assesses the vulnerability of target systems. Figures 
33 and 34 show examples of the Angler Exploit Kit page and 
its content.

Figure 31: Example of target bank site accessed and the gathered data.

Figure 32: MORTO binary in the registry.

Figure 33: Angler Exploit Kit page.

Figure 34: Content of the Angler Exploit Kit page.
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The page contains random words and sentences, in amongst 
which is the obfuscated script.

The script (shown in Figure 35) is easy to decode (as shown 
in Figure 36). All that needs to be done is to insert the line 
‘document.write(FUj)’ into the .HTML fi le.

When deobfuscated, the script fi rst checks for the presence of 

anti-virus solutions in infected systems by locating specifi c 
driver fi les (Figure 37).

The script then identifi es vulnerabilities on the systems by 
checking its installed versions of Java, Flash, Silverlight, and 
Internet Explorer to identify what exploit to deploy (Figures 
38 and 39).

Figure 35: Obfuscated script.

Figure 36: Deobfuscated script.

Figure 37: Routine to check for installed anti-virus solutions.
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Figure 38: Routine to fi nd existing Flash and Silverlight vulnerabilities to exploit.

Figure 39: Routine to fi nd existing Java vulnerabilities to exploit.

Figure 40: Exploit kit page retrieving the binary.

Figure 41: Retrieved binary.

Figure 42: Decryption routine.

In a particular case we analysed, the system’s Internet 
Explorer application was vulnerable to CVE-2013-2551 [18]. 
When a vulnerability is found, the script retrieves the 
corresponding binary from another URL, 
http://asd.readmerounds.net/Nslw_9RO6YgT4aUKWp45bLR

yRsMl6pG7vn50B3ec4J_nXhR9hv2Q36KR0IHRGOc2 (see 
Figures 40 and 41).

It uses the key ‘adR2b4nh’ to decrypt the encrypted binary, as 
shown in Figure 42.
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The decoded binary starting at hex 9090 is a shellcode required 
to load a DLL in memory via Refl ective DLL injection [19], a 
technique that employs refl ective programming to load a library 
from memory onto a host process.

The script contains a shellcode that will execute the CVE-
2013-2551 exploit in order to run the DLL binary in memory 
(Figure 43).

In February, another exploit kit, Hanjuan [20], was used to 
deliver BEDEP malware via direct injection into explorer.exe 
(see Figure 44). In this instance, users land on a page (e.g. 
64.34.127.134) that contains a script, which passes code to 
parameters and loads a malicious .SWF fi le, ontdhso.swf, 
which triggers the exploitation of CVE-2015-0313. This then 
executes the encoded payload, bloppe.php.

BEDEP is then executed in the Explorer memory space, 
attempts to access a C&C server and creates an installation 
directory for its fi le components. Once the DLL component is 
loaded, BEDEP attempts to communicate with various 
fraudulent ad servers to access different ads in a hidden 
desktop (see Figure 45).

The shift from disk-based to memory-based drive-by 
download technique is a signifi cant change since it presents a 
challenge for security companies to create effective memory-
based detection and mitigation solutions.

Even ransomware, according to an Invincea blog post, has 
adopted this new technique. A new breed of ransomware 
dubbed ‘Fessleak’ [21] reportedly used malvertising as means 
to infect systems fi lelessly via vulnerable Flash software. 
Unlike traditional dropper attacks where malicious fi les are 
pushed via infected sites, malware is instead loaded onto 
systems’ memory then extracted by abusing already-running 
vulnerable programs, specifi cally local System32 fi les such as 
extrac32.exe.

6. PROTECTION AGAINST FILELESS 
INFECTION ATTACKS

The fact that more and more infection attacks are going 
fi leless could mean bigger problems for security vendors. 
Fileless malware can, after all, remain undetected, posing 

Figure 43: Shellcode that exploits CVE-2013-2551.

Figure 44: Hanjuan Exploit Kit serving BEDEP malware.

Figure 45: Desktop that BEDEP hides.
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greater risks. Users need to understand how fi leless 
infection works and adapt a holistic approach to counter it.

One possible solution is component correlation. Looking at 
all of the components of the threat using holistic 
reputation-based technologies can help thwart infections 
at the source. That way, malware can be blocked before it 
can even begin to execute its malicious routines. The 
following subsections provide some examples of how 
security vendors can protect their customers from fi leless 
infection.

6.1. Email and web reputation systems

EMOTET arrives via spam with a link that needs to be 
clicked in order to download an archived fi le that contains the 
binary (see Figures 46–48). Security engineers can use 
available technologies to pattern matching content format of 
email and URL and categorize matching emails as malicious 
spam or ‘mal-spam’ and matching links as malicious URLs in 
order to prevent fi leless infections.

6.2. Network solutions
Exploits [22] take advantage of software vulnerabilities to 
infect, disrupt or take control of systems without the user’s 
consent or knowledge. Even worse, drive-by download sites 
can host one or more exploits. They fi rst determine which 
vulnerability to exploit with the help of a script hosted on the 
malicious or compromised site.

To counter such attacks, vulnerability assessment can be 
performed on systems. This can remedy known vulnerabilities 
by updating affected applications or software. System 
administrators need to keep in mind that not all users update 
their software regularly. They may even be unaware that their 
systems are vulnerable. Performing vulnerability assessment 
can alleviate the problem by preventing known vulnerabilities 
(at the very least) from being exploited.

Security practitioners can also use dynamic emulation on web 
objects (e.g. HTML, JavaScript, Java, PDF and Flash) to 
determine the outputs of the deobfuscated script to spot and 
tag malicious activities (Figure 49). As more and more web 

Figure 46: Correlation among attack components of EMOTET malware.

  

Figure 47: Sample EMOTET spam often came in the guise of bank transfer and shipping invoice notices.
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threats adopt script obfuscation and encryption, vulnerability 
and exploit fi ngerprints can be collected and incorporated into 
dynamic emulation systems capable of determining script 
semantics. This can be a way to describe relationships that 
exist among a fi leless threat’s components. The Trend Micro 
tool shown in Figure 50 performs dynamic emulation to block 
exploit kit pages.

Hanjuan Exploit Kit uses an .SWF fi le to exploit CVE-2015-
0313 [23]. A sample concept that can aid in detection is 
emulating a Flash ActionScript and dissecting the script’s 
routines to determine a heap-spraying behaviour: 

ByteArray.writeByte, ByteArray.writeByte, ByteArray.
writeInt, ByteArray.writeUnsignedInt,

ByteArray.indexSetter, Vector.setNumericProperty, 
Vector.push, Array.indexSetter

Aside from dynamic emulation, security analysts can also 
perform packet detection using rules based on response and 
request strings.

The following is a sample of the fl ow of detection for 
POWELIKS:

• Check if the GET request is valid

• Check if the URI contains "/query"

Figure 48: List of malicious links found in EMOTET spam.

Figure 49: Malicious rating is determined based on content.

Figure 50: Notifi cation for blocking access to the malicious page.
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• Check if the URI variable contains "version="+"&sid="+
"&builddate="+"&q="

6.3. Behavioural rules
Another means to prevent fi leless infection is through 
behavioural monitoring. The Trend Micro solution in Figure 
52 inspects systems for newly created auto-start registry 
entries that can prevent malware such as POWELIKS from 
injecting binaries into normal processes.

To determine if systems have been infected with POWELIKS, 
a YARA rule can be used as a toolkit (Figure 53). The 
following YARA rule identifi es POWELIKS variants installed 
in systems by scanning running processes in search of known 

malware strings or injected code:

rule poweliks_injected

{

meta:

description = "system infected with poweliks"

in_the_wild = true

strings:

$s1 = "http://%s/q"

$s2 = /(syswow64|system32)\\dllhost\.exe/ wide

$s3 = "%1d.%1d.%04d_%1d.%1d"

$s4 = "%x%x%x%x%x%x"

$s5 = "builddate"

$t1 = /windowspowershell\\[a-z0-9]{1,3}\.[a-z0-

Figure 51: POWELIKS’s HTTP connections.

Figure 52: Notifi cation for blocking suspicious software, in this case, POWELIKS.
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9]{1,2}\\powershell\.exe/ wide

$t2 = "powershell.exe"

condition:

all of ($s*) and any of ($t*)

}

6.4. Prefetch fi les and auto-runs

Prefetch fi les show the sequence of execution of fi les. Each 
time users turn on their computers, Windows keeps track of 
the way they start and which programs are commonly opened. 
Windows saves this information as a number of small fi les in 
the prefetch folder. The next time they turn on their 
computers, Windows refers to these fi les to help speed up the 
start process [24].

To determine if POWELIKS is present in systems, users can 
look at the prefetch folder, C:\windows\prefetch, to see if 
rundll32.exe, powershell.exe, and dllhost.exe are executed 
consecutively.

A blog post by Corey Harrell [25] described another possible 
detection method, that is, to remotely access a system via a 
forensic tool such as Encase Enterprise, mount the drive, and 
run RegRipper across hives to see all registry entries, which 
can be signs of POWELIKS infection.

7. CONCLUSION
Attacks are becoming more effi cient as time progresses. 
Protection strategies and technologies must keep pace with 
them or become even better. Individuals and organizations 
alike need to use the right combination of methodologies, 
insights and expertise to curb fi leless infection attacks. Using 
a holistic approach to piece various components of an attack 
together with the aid of the right tools can enhance protectors’ 
ability to stop fi leless infections.

As with any threat, especially one as complex as a fi leless 
threat, prevention is the best defence. IT leaders need to 
create and implement effective strategies proactively. They 
should also encourage everyone in the company to do the 
same. Organizations should make a good security mindset 
part of their culture. 

Fileless infection may just be another means to instigate 
system compromise but it is powerful. We are bound to see 
cybercriminals use them more and more.
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